Abstract-Reliability requirement is one of the most important quality of services (QoS) and should be satisfied for a reliable workflow 6 in cloud computing. Primary-backup replication is an important software fault-tolerant technique used to satisfy reliability requirement.
100
equal and fixed "+1 replicas, as indicated by [25] , [26] . 101 However, a major limitation of MaxRe and RR is that the 102 minimum number of replicas does not mean minimum 103 execution cost and shortest schedule length in heteroge- 104 neous IaaS clouds because the same task has different exe-105 cution times on different VMs. 106 
Our Contributions

107
The main contributions of this study are as follows. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 133 reviews related research. Section 3 presents the models. the presented algorithms. Section 7 concludes this study. 138 
RELATED WORK
139
Given that this study focuses on the fault-tolerance of work-140 flows on heterogeneous IaaS clouds, this section reviews 141 related fault-tolerant scheduling of the DAG-based workflow. 142 The widely accepted reliability model was presented by 143 Shatz and Wang [27] , in which the transient failure of each 144 VM is characterized by a constant failure rate per time unit 145 . [27] . In [28] , [29] , Benoit et al. proved 148 that evaluating the reliability of a DAG-based workflow 149 belongs to an NP-complete problem. 150 Intuitively, a higher reliability could result in a longer 151 schedule length of a workflow and the problem of optimizing 152 schedule length and reliability is considered a typical bi-crite-153 ria optima or Pareto optima problem [30] , [31] , [32] , [33] . sages [35] , [36] , [37] . Table 2 is a matrix of the execution Upper bound on reliability requirement of the task n i Fig. 1 . Motivating example of a DAG-based workflow with ten tasks [35] , [36] , [37] . I E E E P r o o f 247 times shown in Fig. 1 . The example shows 10 tasks executed 248 on 3 VMs fu 1 ; u 2 ; u 3 g. The weight 14 of n 1 and u 1 in Table 2   249 represents execution time of n 1 on u 1 , denoted by w 1;1 ¼ 14. 
270 270 271 and the failure probability for n i without using the active 272 replication scheme is Then, the total number of replicas for the workflow is As long as one replica of n i is successfully completed, 288 then we can recognize that no failure occurs for n i , and the 289 reliability of n i is updated to with precedence-constrained tasks should be dence constraint between n i and n j , n i does not necessarily 349 take precedence for n j to be assigned. Finally, the task 350 assignment order in the motivating example G is fn 1 ; n 3 ; n 4 ; 351 n 2 ; n 5 ; n 6 ; n 9 ; n 7 ; n 8 ; n 10 g. We let the attributes EST n by using the greedy policy. Given that the strict schedule is 370 used, the aforementioned attributes are calculated as follows:
372 372 373 and EFT n ity value RðGÞ satisfies the reliability requirement R seq ðGÞ.
403
The formal description is to find the replicas and VM assign-404 ments of all tasks to minimize execution cost
406 406 407 subject to reliability requirement: has been widely used in most works [3] , [44] , [45] . The simu- , the diamond graph with the size r ¼ 4 and respectively.
837 Table 7 shows the average schedule lengths of these work- 
